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Community STUDENT LOANS 
Day Care Center??? Emergency legislation, passed -
They say it can't be done. To 
get administration, students and 
faculty together to solve a problem 
is quite a feat, but to get ad-
ministration faculty, students And 
townspeople under the same roof 
to discuss solutions is almost 
impossible. 
Kevin Preston, SGA president, 
prefers a more optimistic outlook 
on the whole affair, however, and 
has decided to try out this 
situation. For better or worse, 
Kevin has called representatives 
of all factions to meet today at 8:00 
'in the Formal Dining Room to 
discuss plans for a town-college 
Day Care Center. 
The townspeople already have 
a committee working on this 
project, however progress has 
become increasingly hampered by 
such stumbling blocks as lack of 
adequate facilities and the con-
siderable financial expenditures 
involved (approx. $70,000.) 
A campus day-care center has 
long been discussed as an SGA 
project, however, not much has 
been done in the past to promote it. 
on August 19, 1972, and effective 
until March 1, 1973, makes it 
possible for lenders to make loans 
under the same regula tons that 
This year, the center has been governed the Guarnateed Student 
designated, by Kevin Preston, to a Loan Program prior to June 30, 
major goal for the year. On 1972. 
researching the possibilities, it is The program enables you to 
becoming increasingly obvious borrow money directly from a 
that a day-care center could be ~et bank, credit union, savings and 
up for a fraction of the town's' loan association or other par-
projected cost just by using the ticipating lender. The loan is 
existing facilities and manpower guaranteed by a State or private 
here. nonprofit guarantee agency or 
It is SGA's hope that be com- insured by the Federal Govern-
bining forces with the town, the ment. 
day-care center could be a reality You may borrow up to a 
by the end of this year. Not only maximum of $1,500 per academic 
would the center be providing a year. (In some states the 
service to the town(as well as maximum is $1,000 per academic 
saving them money) but it would year and lenders must adhe e to 
be an asset to the college - State regulations.) You may 
providing volunteer opportunities borrow up to a total of $7,500. 
on campus for prospective Ed. If your adjusted family income 
majors as well as enabling many is less than $15,000 'per year, the 
married students to attend day Federal Government will pay the 
school without staggering baby- interest on the loan while you are 
sitting costs. attending school and until the 
If you are interested in helping beginning of the repayment 
out in this project, come today and period. The repayment period 
lend some suggestions and ideas. begins between Sand 12 months 
Your support of this center is vital, after you leave school or complete 
so come and help it happen. YQur course of study. 
You may normally take 5 to 10 
. 
The Walls of Tradition 
Slowly Crumble 
The "open college" program 
will come to Bridgewater State 
College next semester, Dr. Adrian 
Rondileau, President of the 
college, announced today. The 
college has recently received a 
grant from the Board of Trustees 
of Massachusetts State Colleges to 
carry out a pilot program begin-
ning in 197:3. 
Two academic didsions in the 
college, the Divisions of Social 
CSciences and the Behavioral 
Sciences, will offer programs to 
help mature students who have the 
. capacity for successful college 
work, but have neither the time 
nor the money to pursue college 
training in the traditional manner. 
The proposed program will be 
flexible in nature and will con-
stitite an initial attempt to serve 
the special needs of many 
residents of southeastern 
Massachusetts whose needs have 
not been met by existing "full-
time" academic or continuing 
educaton courses. 
The program in the social 
sciences, under the direction of Dr. 
Jordan Fiore, Director, Division of 
Social Sciences at the College, is 
entitled Our Contemporary 
Civilization. It will be concerned 
mainly with social, intellectual 
and cultural evelopments in the 
United States in the past fifty 
years and cover such subjects as 
the American Genius in Science 
and Invention, the American 
Theatrical Experience, Radio and 
Television as Factors in our 
Civilization, American Art and 
Music, Marriage, Family Life, and 
Divorce in America, the Rise of 
Urbanization, and other similar 
problems. 
The course is unusual in that 
each lecture or panel or program 
is video~taped in advance. The 
student may come to the In-
structional Media Center at the 
Clement C. Maxwell Library any 
day or night; seven days a week, 
amf view the video-tape at his 
convenience. The student will also 
be permitted to borrow a cassette 
tape recording of the program for 
his home use. Seventeen such 
programs are scheduled over a 
thirty week period. The student 
will complete assigned readings 
and complete a report for each 
program. There will also be a final 
examination. During the two week 
period when the program is 
available to the student, the in~ 
structor for the topic will be 
available one evening for a class 
discussion session if the student 
desires to attend, or will be 
available by appointment to meet 
individual students. Those who 
pass a final examination will be 
granted fifteen academic credits 
for the course. The course director 
will open and close the course, 
keep records of all evaluations and 
make the final evaluation of the 
students' work. He will also be 
available for interviews by the 
students during the course. The 
video-taping and cassette. taping 
will be done under the direction of " 
Dr. Henry Rosen, chairman-of the 
Department of Instructional 
Media at the college. 
A maximum 6f thirty students 
will be admitted to the program in 
the social sciences. 
The Division of Behavioral 
Sciences will sponsor a Field In-
ternship in the Behavioral 
I Sciences in the same period under 
the direction of Dr. Morgan 
years to repay the loan., However, 
the minimum monthly payment of 
$30 may reduce the repayment 
period, depending upon the size of 
your loan. Repayment may· be 
deferred for up to 3 years while you 
serve in the military, Peace Corps, 
or VISTA, or for any period that 
you return to full-time study. You 
may borrow under this program if 
you are enrolled or have been 
accepted for enrollment at least 
half-time: 
-in an eligible COLLEGE, 
UNIVERSITY or Hospital School 
of NURSING (including many 
FOREIGN SCHOOLS) as an un-
dergraduate or graduate student. 
-in an approved VOCATIONAL,! 
TECHNICAL, TRAD}!;, 
BUSINESS, OR HOME STUDY 
SCHOOL ' 
You must submit an affidavit 
declaring that the loan will be used 
only for education purposes: ~ 
affidavit (OE Form 1 6 ) must bE 
notarized or signed by a" person 
having the authority to administer 
oaths or affirmations. 
If you received a Guaranteed 
Student Loan after' June 30 and 
before August i9, 1972, the Federal 
Government will pay the interest 
for yu until the loan principal is 
Brown, Director, Division of -the 
Behavioral Sciences at 
Bridgewater State College. 
Each student in this course will 
be able to pursue an individually 
tailored list of assignments that 
will be oriented largely in terms of 
the students specific interests over 
a period of thirty weeks. Course 
work will involve student 
placements in the field. Each 
student will set forth his long-
range vocational or professional 
goal; individual assignments will 
be planned in consultation with the 
student that will be designed to 
meet his needs or interests. Each 
program will include' extensive 
readings in anthropology, 
sociology, or psychology, and the 
writing of an analyses and 
critiques. 
Weekly reports based upon the 
assignments given will be made by 
students via magnetic tapes, and 
periodic conferences with the 
instructor will be held. The field:' ' 
work assignment wil1 be relat~d to 
the given body of knowledge or 
area of competence in which the 
due for repayment, proveded the 
Supplemental Application Form 
WE Form 126()) , was fully com~ 
pleted ,and the, educational in-
stitution recommended that you 
need a loan for educational costs. 
When the school recommended a 
loan the, in~erest subsidy ,will be 
paid, regardless of family income, 
even though the loan may be 
disbursed after August 19,. 1972. 
You are eligible to reapply for 
either· a new loan or anadditional 
amount if, after June 30 and prior 
to August 19, 1972, you: 
A. were denied a loan because, 
based on an analysiS of your need, 
the school made no recom-
mendation 
B. were denied the interest sub-
sidy, although your family income 
was less than $15,000 
C. waived the interest subsidy in 
order to get a loan 
D. received an insufficient amount 
as a result of the school's analysis 
of your need. ' 
If you are eligible to receive a 
subsidized loan under the present 
rules, the federal Governm~nt has 
no objection to your useng the 
proceeds to repay a prior un-
subsidized loan received -during 
the interim, period (after June 30 -
and before August 19, 1972) . 
student is interested. In some 
. cases, students may engage in 
volunteer work with community 
organizations and attempt to assist 
or instruct persons, young or old. 
In other instances, students will 
observe for a time and actively 
participate when their supervisors 
feel that they will be able to make 
a contribution and/or gain 
significant knowledge by doing so. 
Qualified persons in . nearby 
communities may be asked to 
assist with the field·work super~ 
vision. 
The course will be limited to 
twenty students. 
An ad hoc committee consisting 
of Dr. Fiore as chairman, Dr. 
Brown, Dean Wallace L. An-
derson, Academic, Dean, Dean 
, Joseph, B. Chiccarelli, Dean of 
Administration, Dr. V .. James 
DiNardo, Dean of Undergraduate 
Studies,., and, Mrs. Dorothy E. 
McGann, Assistant', to the 
President, . will administer the 
program . under President Ron-
dileau's direction. 
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Homecomi.-.--. 
Preview: 
Lots of Fun .•. 
,Minimal Cost! 
November 2 
Rally 11:00 
Queen Selection 
Greaser Dance, 8:00 
November 3 
fnncert 8:00 
"It's A Beautiful Day" $2.00 
'. 
Montage competition" 10:00 
Float 'Par~de 1 : 00 
Football G am',e .. 1 : 30 
. Plattsburg State' .. Legion field 
Half-time show 2: 30 
featuring the 
27th Lancers of Revere 
'The Rathskeller will be open 
to the alumni, faculty and 
students over 21. 
Campus Buffelt 
Football Buffet 
Alumni Buffet 
4:30 
6:00 -7:00 
5:00- 7:00 
Gay Nineties Night 8:00 
$1.00 admission 
November 5 
The COMMENT 
"Whatever 
Happened 
to the 
Haight 
" 
by Ted Friedman 
At one time it had more than a 
dozen head shops and scores of 
boutiques dispensing nothing more 
fashionable than beads and bells. 
Tha't was in 1967, the year of the 
Human Be-In at Golden Gate Park 
celebrating beards, long hair, bare 
breasts, and dope. But by 1969 and 
the drunken, freaked-out orgy at 
Sail Francisco's Glide Memorial 
marking the "Death of Hippie," it 
was all over. 
For those for whom it had never 
begun, it dragged on for several 
more years of disillusioned 
pilgrimages to the Haighy. There 
were interminable "warm San 
Francisco nights" still to be 
played to inevitable c?nclusio~s: 
rapes, rip-offs, and mghymansh 
drug freakouts. But by the 
sevenyies, the Hai hy-Ashbury. 
mUl'h abused symbol for the 
defund flower child phenomenon. 
was a smoldering shell. 
Scene of mass arrests, murders, 
and public gang bangs, it was 
sealed off from the rest of the city. 
Except for, the gravest of crises, 
the San Francisco Ploced were 
keeping hands off, waiting got the 
Haighy to burn out. And burn out it 
did. 
Today, even though there is 
much t lk in the Haighy about a 
street itself still has the dingy, 
boarded-up look of a disaster area. 
Only the hardiest have survived 
the exodus in the late sixties of the 
neighborhood's long-time 
residents. And while.,lt would not 
. be fair to say there is animosity 
wncert between newcomers and the old-
L--.... ---------.. I1111!-------.... timers some of whom have lived in the Haighy for as long as thirty $2.00 
1.--IIIIIIII!!II!!I!~~~iI!!~~~I!I!~~~~~~~~~~-j years, all tHe ingredients for a 
, TERMPAPERS,lJNLIMITED INC. confrontation are present. 
There, are, in fact, ominous 
295 HUNTINGTON AVENUE BOSTON, MASS. 02115 resemblances between the long-
(617) 267-3000 gone Haighy-Ashbury Independent 
Materials in our extensive Ruearch Library Merchants --once headed by Ron 
" $2.45 ,Per Page . Thelin, founder of the Psychedelic 1. _____ .. R;e:s;;e;.ar~, c;.h~a;n;d~R;e~fe~r.en.ciiie.o.n!liI.Y.! "'_""." ".';.' _..-' Shop, the Haight's m,ost famous , 
~ '- " . , " 
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head shop --and Haighy-Ashbury 
Neighborhood Development 
(Hand), one of a multitude of 
neighborhood improvement 
associations. Unlike some city-
backed groups, HAND wants to see 
the Haight take up where it left off 
before all the drug pushers moved 
in. Its storefront office is a 
clearinghouse of survival in-
formation, free university course 
offerings, and flop spot listings, 
and it's the home of the Haight-
Ashbury Switchboard. 
If not exactly flourishing, the 
old Haight-Ashbury Merchants 
Association, which used to clash 
daily with HIP, survives. After 
struggling through the--for them--
dark da.>·s of flower power, they 
view wit) resentment and ap-
prehension anything that smacks 
of utipianism. 
Commentinp' on a HAND 
proposal for mall, Mendal 
Herscowitz, 58, ,Tice-President of 
the Merchants complains, "Where 
would we unload? I don't Suppose 
those people have noticed it, but 
we don't have any alleys to receive 
shipments in." 
Herscowitz, who locks his cash 
register after each sale and works 
his hardware store with the heln of 
a three foot-tall German Shepherd 
and a baseball bat, criticizes as 
rootless the young people who are 
trying to unite the Haight. Of one 
of the organizers, he says, "he's in 
his twenties with no ties; he can 
drift away as he came here, a 
revolutior.ary. What has he got to 
lose?" 
But he concedes, "People will 
never get together down here. 
Personal bickering is stupid. 
While we're bickering, the neigh-
borhood is going down the drain 
and that's why the neighborhood is 
going down the dr,ain." 
\ 
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While the bickering continues, 
however, there are signs of health. 
New stares open regularly, most of 
them furniture stores, book stores, 
antique shops. And both ehe 
vacancy. rate and the crime rate 
have dropped --vacancies by 50% 
and crime by 68%, according to 
officials. Bus service which had 
long been discontinued has 
recently been resumed and many 
residents say thet are no longer 
afraid -to walk the streets in 
daylighy. 
What, exactly, the Haight will 
become is anybody's guess. 
Before the pushers and other rip-
off types moved in, the Haight was 
at the center of the major cultural 
movements of the sixties. It was 
the home of the famous San 
Francisco Oracle, considered vy 
some the flashiest underground 
paper in the heyday of un-
derground papers, and its gaudy 
boutiques and head shops once 
attracted tourists from around the 
world. The poster renaissance 
originated and flourished ifn the 
, Haighy where once you could buy a 
Jefferson Airplane or Grateful 
Dead Fillmore concert poster for 
ten or fifteen cents. They were 
printed in the Haight.' 
But the printer who turned them 
out has soured on this aspect of the 
Haight and 0 longer prints 
:posters. He has a few stashed 
.omewhere in his office, but he'll 
Itnly discuss them with collectors. 
Perhaps in-Its reaction to the 
deflowering of the flower 
generation,_ the Haight continues to 
symbolize the cultural history of 
its time. The only difference 
between the Haight and other 
'parts of the country is that the 
Haight had to live through it. 
Though precariously, it seems 
somehow th have survived. 
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Ed-t . · I STUDENT I Orla. TEACIllNG 
After three very long years, it seems that SGA is finally going to 
have a productive year. In a few short weeks, this Council has 
managed to accomplish major goals that the past councils have 
beeu talking about for a long time, i.e. the Student Book Exchange, 
the formulation of a sound constitution and. it's most recent un-
dertaking, the setting up of a day care center. The Student Health 
Serv~ces center is also beginning to take a definite, concrete shape. 
. It IS true that some of these projects could not have been possible 
this year without some of the prelimina y back-up work done by 
past Councils, however, the amount of initiative, the smooth-
decision making processes of the Council and the true concer of 
the SGA Executive Board seems to be the deciding factor in their 
. notable progress. . 
Although work on the state level is being carried on, the 
priorities of this ye r's president are definitely centered in a 
student-college oriented program. The goals are constructive and 
concrete and are a welcome change from past campus "Leaders." 
The SGA Council members can't do everything, however. The 
focus, according to Kevin and Bill Manter, will be on smooth-
working, productive committees, which require concerned in-
volvement from faculty , administration and students. These 
committees need students who will be actively involved in' the 
decision-making and who are sincere in their interest. 
We've finally got a SGA that is working for the students. Don't 
let .them ?own. They nee~ your help and support to accomplish 
theIr deSIred end. Look mto the established committees and 
become actively involved in this movement. Energy, enthusiasm 
and constructive criticism are needed in times of peace as well as 
in times of war. 
LETTERS 
TO THE 
. EDITOR 
On behalf of the Student Union 
Program Committee, I would like 
to thank the COMMENT, and in 
particular, Lee Smith for printing 
the article about the Goose Creek 
Symphony Concert, in the Sep-
tember 14, 1972 edition of the 
paper. The Program Committee 
did record a substantial loss as a 
result of the poor attendance at 
that concert. However, the same 
thing has happened with many of 
the conerts we have sponsored in 
the past. 
It is really unfortunate that 
many students do not really un-
derstand the philosophy of the 
Student Union Program Com-
mittee concerning its' concert 
programs. The money that we use 
comes from the Student Union fee 
that is paid by all students. It s 
our goal to provide music from as 
many different categories of music 
as is possible. We do not and wil 
not sponsor only l'ock concerts 
even though they are usually the 
best fiua dal successes. We also 
attempt to pl'ovide concerts in 
other varied areas such as 
classicul, country-rock, folk. blues 
and jazz to .name a few. We at-
teml)t to provide something for 
everyone. 
The Program Committee is not 
a profit-making organization, 
therefore we can absorb certain 
financial losses. We consider the 
Goose Creek Symphony Concert a 
success because the. people that 
were there really enjoyed them-
selves. Whether the audience is 
100 or 1,000 number, success is 
always measured in terms of the 
reaction of those who attended. 
We hope the college community 
will understand and enjoy the 
concert series that we are 
providing this year. Again many 
thanks to Lee Smith. 
Sincerely, 
Mary T. Horsley 
Chairman 
Student Union Program Com-
m ttee 
September 28, 1972 
To whom it may concern: 
I would loke to thank the cafeteria 
'orker, . who, above and beyond 
'call of duty, removed my lunch 
1. \ the table directly beneathe 
tho lock, today September 28, 1972 
at approcimately 1:00 P.M. 
I realize that a ham and cheese 
sandwich rna mean nothing to 
you. However, as it was my only 
sustenance of the day, I would 
have preferred to dispose of it 
properly - through my mouth and 
into my stomach. 
Thank you whoever and where 
ever you are. 
Yours truly, in hunger and thirst, 
Chris Qualev 
September 29, 1972 
To the Ii.:ditor: 
In the September 14, 1972 edition 
of the COMMENT, Dennis 
Mallinson announced his can-
didacy for the position of S.G.A. 
Junior Representative. In this 
letter he stated that he had served 
as Vice-Chairman of the Student 
Union Program Committee in his 
sophomore year. Dennis did not 
serve in the position. 
Tom Sullivan was elected to the 
position of Second Vice-President 
of S.G.A. and therefore 
automatically became Vice-
Chairman of the Student Union 
Program Committee for the 1971-
1972 academic year. Dennis was 
appointed S.G.A. pro-tern member 
by Tom Sullivan early in that year. 
The Constitution of the Student 
Union Program Committee and 
Board of Governors does not 
provide for the appointment of pro-
tem members. Therefore Dennis 
attended meetings but was never 
recognized as the Vice-Chairman. 
In the absence of the Chairman, 
the duties were performed by the 
Secretary or Treasurer. 
Sincerely, 
Mary Horsley . 
Chairman 
Student Union Program Com-
mittee 
TOO LATE 
One of the shortcomings of the 
curriculum here at Bridgewater is 
tha t education majors do not go out 
practice teaching until their junior 
or senior year. If the student who 
is practice teaching discovers that 
teaching is not for him , there has 
been an unfortunate waste of two 
yers in preparation. 
Contrary to popular belief, not 
eveyone can be a teacher. The 
answer to the problem is early 
experience in the classroom. What 
is a better way to decide if the 
classroom is for you, than by 
working in it? 
S.N.E.A. members are entitled 
to early field experience in the 
classroom and S.N.E.A. will make 
the necessary arrangements. If 
you are wondering about 
education, join S.N.E.A. AND 
HELP US FIND SOME OF THE 
ANSWERS. S.N.E.A. offices are 
located in the Student Union 
Building opposite the Rathskeller. 
S.N.E.A. members are entitled 
to early field experience in the'· 
classroom and S.N.E.A. will make 
the necessary arrangements. If 
you are wondering about 
education, join S.N.E.A .. and help 
us find some of the answers. 
S,N.E.A. offices are located in the 
Student Union Building opposite 
the Rathskeller. 
Cuuncil Will Devote 
. Its Annual Meeting 
To Topic of W O11Un . 
MIAMI BEACH 
The American Council on Edu-
cation this week becomes the first 
general higher education association 
to devote its entire annual meeting to 
the topic of women. 
The choice of topic reflects the 
importance the women's rights move-
ment has gained in academia, but 
there is criticism both that the em-
phasis comes too late and that it is 
too narrow. 
Some college administrators feel a 
meeting devoted to women "comes a 
couple of years too late" and that . 
"everything now has already been 
said," an official of one higher edu-
cation association said. Fewer presi-
dents of his member institutions plan ' 
to attend this week's convention than 
that of any past year, he said. ' 
Some academic women have com-
plained because not all of the back~ 
ground papers prepared for the con-
ference deal with women. On the 
other hand, a staff member in one 
association said a number of adminis-
trators felt the demands of women 
were just a portion of the broad 
range of issues college administrators 
needed to discuss. 
W. Todd Furniss, director of the 
ACE'S commission on academic affairs 
and co-director of the meeting, said 
attendance was expected to be down 
about 10 per cent this year over 1970, 
the last year the ACE meeting was 
held outside Washington, D.C. He 
said tight travel budgets probably 
were the main reason for the decline. 
He said that as of September 22 
about 1,000 persons had registered 
for the meeting. He predicted 1,300 
would register eventually, compared 
with 1,490 in 1970. --C.M.F. 
• California Regents: 
'No' to Angela Davis 
The University of California regents 
have rejected a request from the phi-
losophy department at the University 
of California at Los Angeles to reap-
point Angela Davis to the faculty. 
Charles E. Young, UCLA'S chancellor, 
said he agreed with the regents' d~ 
cision. In 1970 Mr. Young protested 
when the regents fired Ms. Davis. 
Last month he said she had since 
shown "she is committed to something 
else than an academic career.'!' , . 
An Invitation ... 
To The' Members of 
BSC SENIOR CLASS 
To Enjoy The Complete 
Copper Beech Inn 
Serving a complete line of liquors 
selective din nee men'u 
featuring: 
The Lantern Lounge 
Hand-Rubbed Oak Ba'fs ~ ~ 
Walnut Bumper Pool Table 
Card & Chess Tables 
Indoor Heated Pool 
Divi.lg Board 
Slides 
Changing 
Sauna Bath 
Rub-down Table 
Massuer on Request 
Limited Work~out facilities . 
Regulation Pool Table 
Indoor'Shuffleboard· . 
Out of the past comes a wo;/d of quiet-
companionship - decor in the bid English· 
tradition 
SENSIBLE RA TES 
697-9891 
Located at 23 Union St. Adjacent (lst Left after Tulsa Station 
to Brid. Credit Union on Main St. & Iron Fence) 
...... ---_ .. 
Christmas creations a la Black Forest, handmade in Hawaii 
from qriginal, three-dime.nsional desiens tQdelight the 
collector .. For treas.ured ~lfts, ch~os~ from over 200 
items, each hand-painted m gay ChrIstmas colors. 
Ollr ciltf/log se1ltrm r.eqlll!st 
$1 Deposit Refundable 
AIRMAILED WITHIN ~8 HOURS OF RECEIPT 
~ • 4 LEX 4 NO. E R, co. 
98 Riv~rsid. Drive, ." 'N.w YQ-r~,·N: V: 
CHAMPION TERMP APERS: 
636 BEACON ST. (#605) BOSTON. MASS. 02215 
·617-536·9700 ., 
Research Material Jor Term papers; lteports. Theses, etc. 
LOWEST PRICES:. . . ..' QUICK ··SEUVICE. 
, 'F~l'Informat1oh: Please write ot'call -. _.,'. -,'.' ~'.'. 
.: 
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··~,Heubler 
.. 
The Museum of Fine Arts and less interesting," he writes. "I do 
the ,Institute of . C9ntemporary. Art not wish to add any more. I prefer 
ar~ . cOQperatiyely pr~senting aI1 .• simply to state the existence of 
museum A Hatful of Rain 
extiiOjtion of o'e of Ame17ica's things in terms of time and/of 
lea{li~g', b()·iicep~qal:. a}tisls, pJace/' 
Dougla{f1tiebler,' on. view at the The exhibition surveys the The nightmare of drug ad-
, Bosto~"~~eu~Oct~6er 3 throug~. development of Huebler's work as diction is the subject of Michael 
Novehtbe~'I~ .~~ t~e COIl~em~rary a concept artist from 1968 to the Gazzo's "A Hatful of Rain" t being' 
Galleries. . . This ' is the' first· present Photographs, a video- performed every Saturday night 
visit from their father, played by '''The Little Prince" which plays 
Da vid Zucker adds the final every Thursday and Friday night 
ingredient for ,an explosive and an original melodrama by the 
coHaborative project between the tape, written statements and other through Nov .. 4 at the Boston 
Museunl"imtt ttie ICA"and' the first doeumentations of the artist's Center for the Arts on Tremont 
situation. company's managing director~~~.,;::,," 
"A Hatful of Rain" was first Esquire Jauchem. "Grandma's~~~,~'~;"~ 
performed at the Lyceum Theatre The Cellar,t which is performed, .:;;{) 
in New York in 1955, and although every \;Vednesday and. sunday"l.t major Elxhibition or'conceptuafarf. thought are included. His Street. . ' 
in Boston:". '. . . progression from traditional In thispoignantdrama, Johnny 
christopher. Cook, birector .of sculpture to concept art clarifies comes marching home from the 
the AddlS9ri' Gallery of American th.e general trend of conceptual art army with a $40 a day habit to a 
Artat PhillipsAcadeJllY, Andover, ' in recent year. family' whose ignorance 'and 
andJormer'OJrector of the tCA, is In.I966-67 while making object naivete only serVe to drive him 
acting '~s .. g1,le~t.· ,c4rator in.' the ' sculpture, Huebler became in- deeper into the world of expensive 
.. m~euui 'qf F~n~ arts' De~rtrp.el1t' teres ted in large scale earth works appetites. .1-
of '_Gont~ipporary_'.A.rt19r ~~ . and territorial SCUlpture. In one· George Winn Abbott as Johnny 
exHiI>Jtton.. l(~n:W9r,tJt· :Moff~tt.·· work,'i'Variable Piece #1," he is driven further and further away 
Cur~~or offf9onterripor.~rY ,Art' ~t , maps out a sedign of three squares from his wife,Celia, played by 
the Bosto'n Museum, expressed' his ' within each other. on Manhattan Ma rtha Burtt, who is trying 
hope.thatthe nuebler show may Island by placing paper stickers desperately, to hold their home 
laurieh 'a> Se'ties ' of exhibitions' in at locations throughout the city. together amidst the mysterious 
whicl! prOlnine~t guest 'curators The work consists of his idea, his and frightening changes she sees 
w II· present. shows of' what they action and docum,entation of both. takin'g place In her'. husband. 
regard"as' '~e~trally' iinportant Many pieces are concerned with . Johnny;s brother, Polo,' played de"Y~~ofirn~nt's' ill conte'mp6rary the nature of time. Huebler uses by Pierr~ 'VuiUeumier, not 
art:", . '. '" i '..... • _ .' .'., established systems, such as the knowing how else to hf,'lp his 
Douglas Hueblers ieceqt Wor.k . US Postal Service, as vehicles for brother, ~ildi; up ,.supplying the 
is known'intermitidnally'. lti the' . . severakof his pieces. . f- ed h 'h b" A 
past,year alol}.e he has held' one .Huebler has had one man 
man exhibitions·' ill' Germany, exhibitions in Los Angelos,Turin, 
Englai:Ia~ . 'a'nde'Japan. " Though.·.· Paris, Amsterdam and the Leo 
Huebfer:is' a' residenl'of Bradford, . Castelli Gallery in New York. He 
Mas·s., . his ,wor~ ~as' ~ad 'com~ has contributed pieces to many 
parativelY,UtUe 19<;al ,exposure ... · group exhibitions' such as Sculp-
More than'tl1itty pieces on view at . ture USA (966) at the Whitney 
the Museum compose the first Museum, ~ew York, Information. 
major exhibition of his work in (1970) at the MUuseu of Modern: 
Boston. Art, New 'York, 'and Elements ot-
Huebler's work involves the Art (911) at the Museum of Fine 
transferring of information from Arts in Boston. He is currently on 
one source to another. "YThe the faculty of Bradford College, 
world is full of objects, I;llore or Bradford, Mass. 
.. 
Wolfe at Conservatory 
International Jobs - Europe~ Sooth 
America. Asia, Australia, U.S.A: . 
OPenings, in aU·' 'fields-~ocial' 
Sciences, Busines$, Science~, 
Engineering, Educati-on',ete. pald' 
expenses, bonuses I travel, ,tn: 
cludes Student Summer Job Guide 
Ms. Cora Miller Wells, Assistant 
Professor in Health, and Physical 
Education and teacher of Creative 
Dance at Bridgewater State, 
danced at the opening of an art 
exhibit at the Charles Street 
Meeting House Gallery in Boston 
on Saturday, September 30th. She 
was accompanied by Sara Benson, 
Flautist. 
to overseas, Alaska, U.S. 
Government, resort-' ar'ea' and 
construction work. Id~s for Part-
time school yearjobs .. All new 1972 
applicatiOhirtfbtmati6n- only 
$4.00. Money back guarantee'. 
AppLy early fotbest opporttmities * 
write today! I1nternational 
Employtl1ent, Sox: 121 · .... S ~51, 
Peabody, Mass: 01960' .. '. , (No~~i1 
employment· agency) . , .. , , 
Judy Campbell, the exhibiting 
painter: also Singer-guitarist, 
accompanied one of Ms. Wells' 
dan"ces at the spring performance 
of the Dance Classes and Dance 
.. -------................ Club at' Bridgewater last April. 
.SU.Ballroom 
,Oct.10 Tues. 10:00 
mQ. n, ey toe Jo nny,s._ ,3 It. 
Rea Ii t-i es 
'of~' 
a 
17 years have passed since the play night. . . . ','~,. 
was first produced, the problems All performances begin ;;.~: 
explored in it are none the less promptly at 8:08 pm. Latecomers(~,,;:.;§.~ 
urgent today. They are perhaps will be' adked to waituntilin<" 
even more pressing now since the termission to be seated. Thea~~,~ 
problems associated with drug mission prices are $3 for adults~$2 ;~>'9 
addiction have grown to such vast studellts,$1-ior children under 12~,.;i);::': 
and overwhelming proportions. years 7 . . . . ' :.~~~;j 
"A .Hatful of Rain" is the only There isa display of art w~ iD.;~~~~ 
complet~.~lay by Michael Gazzo to the lobby by Christopher Robert~ .,<~;~ 
date, aria reflects a sense of deep son and' Alan Whiting· which Will .:"91 
personal insight into the problems remain through October. . .. .... , 
faced' by the characters. The Tickets shoulQ ,be. reserved by '~i 
finished play grew out of scenes phone in advance: The numhersJo . . 
that Gazzo submitted for use in the call for reservations or further ' 
ActOrs Studio. . information are 423-6580 or '423~' .' 
The. company is also currently 5000, or write the Boston Repertory ,-
·performing David Zucker's Th~tre, Inc., 551 Tremollt St,"! 
adaptatiol) ·.of Saint-Exupery's Boston, Mass. 02il6. . 
Sounds 
. to be 
Found 
Blood, Sweat " Tears Concert -
Boston Music Hall, Thurs. October 
12 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets $4.00, $5.00 
and $6.00 at Music Hall Box Office, 
Lucifer: . The 'Kenmore· Club; 
Kenmore Sq. Boston 
Jay and the Americans. 
268 . Tremont St. Boston. Also 1950's Rock and Roll Revival 
available at Minuteman and Sunday, Oct. 15 at 7 p.m. featuring 
Soundscooe. . Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley, 
Godspell ~ttlte WiJ~.urTh,atre.252 Coasters, FIve Satins, Crystalsn' 
TremontS!;. BoSton. For info. call ·DQV~lls,. plus;,BoQby ,(Jomst.ock's·' 
426-~ Prices vary depending> Rock & Roll Band 
upon: day, time and seating. . Tickets $5,50, $4.50 and $3.50: 
available at Wesfield Musicman, . 
. Holyoke - Mad Haiter; Springfield 
- UFO I Lechmere., Springfield 
Civic Center box office. All info, 
ca11413-781-7082. New Springfield 
Civic Center, 1277 Main St. 
-Springfield, Mas~. 
by. 
Feb.'73 
Kansas qity, Mo. -- The Kansas 
City Poelry Contests are a com-
bined effort to discover poems of 
excellence. Deadline for entering 
the $1,600 competition is Feb 1 
1973. • , 
Kansas Clty :st~r Awards oUIOO 
~aeh will go to four poets for single 
poems, without regard to age or 
residence within the United States; 
H.J. Sharp Memorial Awards of 
$25 :ach will go to four high schook:" 
pupils from Missouri or a bor-
dering state. 
Poets with national reputations 
will judge the contests. . 
Winners wi1l be announced . 
HAYRIDE ADVISORY BOARD 
RESOURCE CENTER 
DECEMBER CONFERENCE 
Top prize in the tenth annual 
event is the Devins AAward of $500 
cash and consideration for 
publicati?n of a book-length poetry 
m~nusc~lpt by the UniverSity of 
MissourI Press. The Devins 
Award is open to all pocts. 
HalI~ark Honor Prizes of $100 
each WIll be awarded to six poets 
f?f individual poems. Only full-
lime Undergraduate college 
students are eligible for the 
Hallmark awards. 
April 26, 1973 at the final program 
of the 1972-73 American Poets 
Series conducted by the Kansas 
City Jewish Community Center. 
For complete contest rules send 
a stamped, self-addressed 
business envelope to Poetry 
C?ntest, P.O. Box 5313, Kansas 
CIty, Mo. 64131. 
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Cruisin' Thru 
Rock Country 
How many ot us can remember a Manti, All things considered, 
time when there was just "rock" Highway Robbery is one of the 
and everybody who lostenedto it . best new outings I've heard lately. 
liked approximately the same They have a good, loud, almost-
stufn . imaginative guitarist, strong 
Nowadays the dividing lines are 
pretty clear. The subteen 
audience is hooked on' music that 
has evolved from bubblegum to a 
surefore popular hit formula based 
on common archetypes of in-
nocence. With the Partridge 
Family, the Jackson Five, the 
Osmonds, and all their spinoffs, 
and a large second rank including 
groups like the Gallery and Daniel 
Boone subteen rock has more 
than ~ver become·' it. world of its 
own. 
vocals, and aU they really lack at 
this point is a· well-defined per-
sonality. Ithink they'll devek 0 ibe 
soon. 
• Although they sound h~~yily 
English, Styx is from Chicagq"and 
they're produced by the same gur 
who was responsible for the 
Shadows of Knight a few years 
back. Their sound is largely 
organ-based and their singing 
resenbles the harmonies of Grand 
Funk or Chicago. They have a 
Those past their early 20's are long suite caUee "Movement For 
either sticcking with the remna,nts the Common Man" that includes 
of the late;-'60's hard xock· some interesting effects. and they 
movement or embracing yhe new cook at times on the other songs, 
laid-back shelter-seeking folk but they don't seem to, have the 
music . necessary drive to reach the top in 
Right now it's the in-
betweensegment, the teenagers, 
who are making the most waves 
with their musical tastes. They 
lean to the so-called "heavy" rock, 
whose roots can be traced back to 
1966' it's one of the few areas of 
rock' where any experimentation is 
taking place. 
The second wave of heavy groups 
from Detroit has dried out and the 
thirdcomposed'mostlyof English 
groups like Black Sabbath, is still 
coasting along. Now a fiyrtg wave 
is upon us, made up of groups who 
seem to be popping up out of 
wowhere and everywhere. Some 
of ehem are dreadfully bad and 
otherw show promise. 
their chosen genre. 
"'Much closer to what it's all about 
is Ursa Major, whose debut album 
(RCA 4777) hits every base from 
the demonic scar chords of Amon 
Duul II toa "Back to the Land;; 
number in the Deep Purple style 
and an obligatory quiet song, "In 
My Darkest Hour," that's actually 
good. B U But "Liberty and 
Justice" is a dull song based on an 
extremely boring riff, so these: 
guys mi~s g~tting top honors. 
"'That distinction goes to White, 
Witch (Capricorn 0107) which to 
my mind has everything a gropu 
needs to command attention in the 
heavy sweepstakes. The singer 
has an incredible range, and rhe 
group shows an uncanny ability ~o 
sound like Black Sabbathe at their 
best, yet they also manage to doa 
song like ilSleepwalk" that sounds 
like ABBEY ROAD if it had been 
recorded by the Steve Miller Band. 
The thing to' remember about 
heavy rock is the importance of 
riffs. The music is built on riffs 
and rhythmic s~quences that 
through repetition pound the~ong , 
into your bones, if ilone effectively. 
Aheavy'rock groUp rises or falls . Their riffs are consistently in-
on,its ability to invent new riff~and ventive, the~ongs al~mov~, and 
.. etaborateon themihan interesting keep one fascmated With thel~.use 
f . h' 'n ' . ,:' , . of· special effects. They also ap-
as 10 • ,. :.peal the the Jesus Freaks ,:withe 
H ' few of t~' newcomers: "Help Me Lord," the hippies with er~ re a '. . . .', th' '41t's So Nice to Be Stoned 11 and 
"'Highway Robbery. opens . elr . .' .. ' i k 
. first album (RCA,4135) with ~ good fo.r th~e who reqUire ~ glmm c 
solid 'usl)er . called '.'Mystery (practlcal}y .everybody these 
R'd l~foliowed by another fast days) they be bot mystic symbols 
I er "F.ft " and: by "Lazy scrawled all over their faces and a 
one, .! eenh'Ch starts on a lot of promoti'onal hokum abo';1t Woman" wb 1 l'nee but builds spiritual awareness and psychl'! ~umbersome ass 1 hetamine witchcraft. A winning' 'com-
mto a Cream-style. a~p bination. They're from Georgia 
lead guitar rampage. Sld~ two hodaS and should go far. 
two slow ones and. a fairly go . 
closing number caned "Promotion 
v 
o 
T 
E 
On Tuesday, October 2, the 
McGovern fOf President Com-
mittee met in Room U-2. The 
main topic of discussion was the 
registration drive for all. students 
which is planned for thls week. 
Students are reminded that 
Saturday october 7, is the l~st day 
for registering to vote m the 
November election. For the 
benefit of all resident students, 
who have not registered yet, the 
Town Clerk will be in Lounge 4 of 
the Student Union this Thursday, 
october 5 from 7:00 PMPM to 9:00 
P M All unregistered dorm 
st~d~nts, are urged to register at 
this time. 
INTO YOUR TENT/'LL CREEP 
BY Ruth Harlow 
philand~rings. 'Sh~~a'd secretly· " 
It has been recorded by sources withstanding such possible flaws, been wori~ering whether .li~ wa~.' . 
unknown that approximately two the story survives creditably. masculin,e epough ;an,d fr¢ttipg',: 
years ago, sociologist and humot Betty Friedan could hardly ask about' the urifaJriIess::of, }ceepi!lg ; 
expert Elkin Perndorf conducted a for more disparaging typecasting. him '''enslav~djl: Still; sh'et;arinot : 
poll to verify his growing susp9- Miss Piano, the "heroine" is a quite' shake.the:'tiotioiI:'tfi~t JtJ~,~ 
cions that not only had humor French teacher who excels in uriniituniT for' a ~healthy man, to. : 
declined in America, but had fSrnoamtchainmgatnheanc~n~~~~giOn~it~a!!, ke,ep.ho~se: :' , :-',', >, , :.:;,;,:' 
subsequently become nonexistent. 'DeVries: visely ·'(\008 ,not, tty,_ 
Sadly, his misgivings proved farther and' more knowledgeably' coping. 'With" the'~4'U~stioIi'of : 
justifiable, for after asking more than he ever could. The boy is AI' whether, or not Slichregres$ive . i. 
than five hundred Americans Banghart, a crafty Chicago girl-: female refle?Ces can .bereC()ri-
"Why did the chicken cross the chaser and lowbrow who once ditione(f H¢simplyjauri~hesAton, 
road?" he claimed that no more flunked Miss Piano's high school a careei~at his, wifef~"r.e9~eEft. >~ 
than ten per cent could· offer an French course. He is fond of her Even~u~lly.: A,l 'an9, ~S$ ·.P.Ulno, '" 
enen halfway plausible explantion. and believes'in her career, so when separateh 'not' ~Jls'~ of . Eiqqlity,> 
Perndorf was understandably they marry he quits his nowhere unsoye,~cy~ ~i 'imid~lity,:,,6~t Just" 
disheartened by such sorrowful job in the hat factory to keep simpJe, w,~r·~nd tear,! " ,F9f .t~e 1,,, 
results, yet he said he refused to house.· moment,: rlis~"P.illir~~xplai~, ,s~:" 
completely give up. It was wise AL HAS TO BRUSH UP ON cannot face, i\l's 'te~l:e,d'el!9r,J;i('-, 
that he didn't for since then SOME SHORT ORDER COOKING ata"~rresh smrtJreadiIig'to,awhole., 
novelist Peter DeVries has written Al has to brush up on some short new 'setof'shambi~:,",},Not' sur~:", 
a warmly human, amusing and order cooking fronhis early days prisingly;·t,ti~i "aie'subS~ueQtjy.:i .. 
thoroughly entertaining story. in a diner, but once that obstacle is reunited, pro~aqly for gp.~HQi)ij;'d'. 
"Warmly human" are words overcome, he is found humming plofis'notPeterD~\,des t~i~g~!., 
which are rarelu if ever used. in cheerfully, swapping recipes, Neither ~'mes~e.;~ut h~,haH!~:s. ';) 
reference 'to the Women's. Lib gossip, .... and uh, a bit more with, marriagewith,a:fin~: aff~~ti9n.<!'1d. i.' 
movement, . although it ~ost, the neighborhood girls. When a: humorous' spirit which 'should;:" 
certainly has produced heat. Yet cuckolded husband who is·s'eeking encourage ,P~rn.~o~fi"tQi ~~\ql~' ". 
the subject of De Vries' nQvel revenge bursts into the Bangliart 'recgndu~t h~.P9I~'''i:'' A~g',J;l~, 
. INTO YOn. TENT I'LL CREEP is . kitchen, he becomes totally strohgly,'co~mi.ll1jca~es. afeeJj.n~. " 
Women's Lib and it is written with dis~rned at the sig~t of Ca~ano~a that, ,~~erelatiQ~hip.J~~t\Vef;!n t9~, 'I' 
human warmth. It's true that Al ma fluffy apr~?,Ju~~,puttmg hIS, sexesis, far t9q; ~o~I?li~at~d.."., 
certain feminists may find it some po~toe8 on. :res.. ,says ,Al , cursed, bl,~s~4, ;e"as~fatm,g! ,~n.d" ( , 
what frightening, since it really delicately smoothmg an eyebrow, . abovealLpersonaltQbe leftto the , 
does give domesticequa.lity a fair, Actually, Mrs. BANGHART IS liKes of Norman Mailel' ,."Dr .. ' 
. run for its money. 'But not- RATHER PLEASED WITH Ars "Reuben arid Gernlail\e;Greer .. : ,::,' 
r~l -. ".~', .• ~, .-~.,! ,",J ~ (:"' 1'. " ;:-." 
Music 
Encounter 
Meets 
Tues. 
at 10 
, . ~ .: .. , -" ... ~ .... 
Concert parties are now being 
formed 
T~ attend a free concert at the New 
England Conseryatory on Tuesd~y 
October 10, the Harry. Chapm 
Concert at Paul's Mall, October 12 
and The Rod McKuen program in 
Boston on Thursday, October 19, 
transportation and tickets will be 
worked out. 
An informal social with refresh-
ments anq entertainment is also 
being plannek for the near ftitur,e. 
, If you sould like to' take part. in : 
these activities cOl)le to our 
meeting, Tuesday;' October 10 'af 
10:00 A.M.,in MU-4 drcootact Mr. 
Santos' (ih' the ·Music Dept), Paul', 
Sechoka or Unda Lapierre clo The 
GOMMENT: 
COFFEE, 
25? 
.' f . U. Coffeehouse'· 
At the September 27th Program 
Board Meeting, it was vot~d to 
POETRY:. " 
i ' ) . , - • < /l ... ~ ;.,1 'l 
" 
'.' ' " . , 
There was' ,: :ne wilen I knew, w~ll', ' •. btl t i ..... VIi C wae~ 
I was: .,'" .,. To die just now; my country 
But now you say that I'm insane somehow needs me , 
and don't And 'I'll Live (l hope!) to See my 
Know what it is to live, I hear the children,. '. , 
War is crazy so too am 1. I can't· ' 3~~ar; the voices raised in anger Be helped. I won't be 'helped; . for I 
to our , don't waht' , . ',. " . 
,Leaders who sit in their, .studded To know your world, wlth allU: s . , 
l'eather' :, ".' .'.Hate',--it's~bies'!-' '1',. ~ • ' 
Armchairs and smoke the pride ,of ..,. ',.' '. ., '..,' . 
Cuba. Because " ,My mind is no't;V:ithinl,Uen~\v .. ~nd: : 
There was a time when they' knew I '":,, '.. ,,' :' ,:." 
war and death .' .Canliearl itlaug~! ,B~C)1Use' }t· . 
IS no reason why we should knQ.w,itknows;~oore· it;.~' r' " : .' '~I:\ ::l 
now. ' ' ... ',: MUST go and I willnotfolldw~'[ iii 
Some say,"by death one lives:'> deads' ' .'.:;~~, ~:. ;~,~! ~', 
'" " ',.' '"'' ,," " ... h '.\'" ,~. " i,l" ':>: 
____ .. ___ - ... -.-lift-'jI~ .1.'\\! ~t.~ r"'f~;' 
AN', .' T" HR" ;~;·"¥'··""O"""·"""sj~,~v:J7~~.;~~···~·"r,·~,.:.n:~ . /"." .,,'- ',"" :: ~ 
, ' ~; . '~.<~ <J ;j, ~ , 
.;~~ .. ~ p 
) ':';\ ' -'- } t ~; : .. ~ ~ • t >I. A .; :~f j ;.-:;,;'~ 
rerlocated, . '", ,. I,,'. I", 'I 1', ~. 
. charge a 25t entrance fee for' the 
S.U. Coffeehouse. This policy will 
go into effect on October 8th un-
derlying reasons for this charge 
stem from a lack of funding, We 
lre now allotted $1750 per 
semester· for the coffeehouse -
Rathskeller (for entertainment & 
food>. This breaks down to roughly 
$116 a week. Hopefully we can 
squeeze by with this allowance 
with the additional revenue from 
the 25¢ fee it could be possible to 
add a third night of entertainment 
.,. upgrade the present offerings. 
Well; yes, I been studying anthros a~~yet·.ui1:-assimilated,' depriv~t,,;l' ~ 
and according to. their'su~veys, depraYed,.,. ','i""': ':""":',' :!: 
now I know: .' ....'.. arl9: Ijo~nd f9r,~Il:iCLdollJ,t ,go; too;· , ~~ 
why I'm Sitting· 10 ~,b~r ;'church .', '., ," ,</"'::; '-:. 
polishing . ' . eveo;th9Qgh.I caq really,doJn'diari.' ;~ 
this stolen 30-30 Wmchester , " dances that ' ,,' _.;:' .' ~~ 
(I '11 probably kill somebody,l'm all'thegoo.d whi~"poople,like, ~. 
assured)" . and; hey, 1 ~anreally·~o :Icrafts~',i " ~ 
And why 1m gomg to get drun~er Maybe.I s~olt!d go· ,to Jiollywood,', ": 
and drunker . .' ,an~ learn ~~e ',l'pnt(} ,Stomp: or ., ~: 
and probably get m a fIght ,and go sometni9g ., ' , ' ' .' , " 
to jail. 'or 'm~y~·wr,ite,.ale,tter. to ,Mr.' .~: 
(to }Vhich I'm bound to return time AnthrosSur"~y,,.. , .. , "i: ','1 
after time) ,and ask niiri about lteartacne. ,',", ": 
but while I'm ~etting drun~ I'll, Hnd', hungry. littl~~hj,ldre,n', ,','j-',' .:' 
think of my WIre and family and 'liS ~! walk througtI"these •. angty .. ", '" 
In any event we hope you enjoy 
the coffeehouse. Please feel free to 
contact the Program B COlllmittee 
or myself if you have any en· 
tertainment suggestions, 
Richard J. Kane 
Coffeehouse Committee 
Program Committee, 
cry because . '. ghettos . .' '. " _ ..... ~".~ _,,',"'~' 
I'm underprivileged, uneducated" getting' fifst haner Hurt. .. 
YOGA 
"Develop your in'ner'self 
achieve peace ,of m'ind'; "'. \ 
Basic class beginning soon 
See Fr. M McMahon Catholic Center 
, 
>: 
" 
! 
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MARJOE 
Marjoe's been preaching the 
gospel since he was four years old. 
Again the Beatles: 
We once saw his picture in a n 
ancient LIFE magazine. He was 
six then, with peroxided curls and 
little white cowboy boots, per-
forming a marriage ceremony 
over a couple who must have 
possessed either a transcendant 
faith or a highly developed media-
sense. 
How Apple Went 
ROTTEN The name is derived from Mary 
and Joseph, and Marjoe ,was the 
hottest thing on the pentacostal 
curcuit for a decade. He suspects 
that he earned about three million 
dollars during thosr years, though 
he never saw most of it, his father 
having split with the take. 
Abounding with outrageous 
details, Marjoe's story comes 
across as another grotesque saga 
of person as product, life as hype, 
slow death through mer-
"I don't care too much for money I 
Money can't buy me love!" sang 
, the Beatles in 1964. 
But as everyone now knows, the 
Bcatles became big stars and 
earned a lot f money. They 
packaged love in a series of l'econl 
aibullls that have caused en-
thusiasts to compal'e them with 
Shakespeare and Dante, then 
staded their own business and 
soon broke up. 
The authors of a new paperback 
entitled APPLE TO THE CORE 
seem to think t vital that the in-
side facts of this story be known. 
Their book, therefore, the tale of 
how APPLE 'went rotten, it is a 
drama of emotions and 
frustrations. with th almighty 
dollar as the tragic flaw. 
Peter McCabe, native Liver-
pudlian a d a contributing editor 
of ROLLING STONE, provides the 
insight into Loverpool's dull gray 
atmosphere and shows how thw 
e tIes, for shabby leather boys, 
who could make music, brighteded 
things up. They enlivened a 
provincial English city, only to be 
won away for the whole world's 
consu pt on by Brian Epstein, 
who "cleaned" the boys UP. 
negotiated . their success, a and 
kept them'together depite the 
crushing pressures, of' the big-
time. 
pose" the pop music industry for 
the money making machine that it 
is. Yet such writing is often hostile 
to the music itself while barely 
scratching the surface of the 
existing corruption. 
What happened to the Beatles, 
as described kn Sergeant Pepper's 
Land without much comment on 
the more general problems of 
show business 
characteristics of the rock chandizing. 
subculture. But Marjoe endured. In his 
In APPLE TO THE CORE we mid-teens he refused to continue 
learn that the Beatles may have preaching, instead bummed a 
been unleashed on America at an round, living awhile with an older 
opportune time: the recent woman whom he credits for much 
assassination of John F. Kennedy, of his samity. He went back to 
the idol of idealistic youth, left preaching on his own at the age of 
open a gap that almost any new twenty. 
idol could have filled. We learn Now, some ten years later, he's 
also that the Bea tles were sold his hustle to the movies, 
unglamorous and rough in their featured in a documentary that 
Cavern days, that Linda Eastman attempts to expose the Holy Roller 
was a society girl who became a racket--a film that's a portrait of 
groupie, that Yoko Ono "turned the king of show boz that allows 
on" John Lennon like acid all over , pious America to get it on and still 
again. Somehow these facts seem be washed in the blood of the lamb. 
more instructive, overall, than; 
Schonfeld's statistics and sum-
ma tions of manuvers in court. 
The movie follows Marjoe on his 
last tour, through revival tents znd 
marble temples, through the 
Singing and the stomping and the 
backstage money-changing too. 
fntercut are personal raps and 
confessions, and footage from 
Marjoe's early preaching years-a 
terrifying little automaton 
reciting hellfire by rote, but en- in grotesquerie tnan ecstasy, that 
tirely professional, Billy Graham have little sympathy for spon-
speeded up to 78rph. taneous emotional experience 
This documentary isn't much of when it means flabby upper arms 
an 'expose. The largely simple and sagging bosoms in compulsive 
minded camera loves to zoom in' rhythms. 
on crisp ten and twenty-dollar -It's ironic too that filmmakers 
bills, as though each appearance of from a gereration that places such 
filthy lucre were a sordid and a premium on self-expression, pm 
shocking revelation. There are actively getting it on, should so 
also "serious"shots (Marjoe need to distinguish between us and 
contemplative) and more zooms rhem. Because, in fact, it looks 
(a lighted joint at a New York' like they're getting their money's 
party, to symbolize big-city, worth at least as fully as most rock 
sophistication; Coca-Cola at a audiences. . Marjoe blesses, 
pastor's patio lunch, to stand for clasps, grabs, touches his flock; if 
Middle-American dreck.) it's consumerism, it's a less 
But Marjoe endures this too. aliented brand of consumerism 
For whatever his motives, sincere than we saw among the unmoving, 
self-purgation or a sharp sense of glazed-eyed crowd on the hill at 
where the real action is (or more Woodstock. And most important, 
probably, some freaded-out Marjoe's leople don't pay in front. 
combination), he comes through We plunk down our $4.50 or $5.50 to 
as an extraordinarily talented, hear some watered down stompin' 
magnetic, sexy, and even likeable from Leon Russell, and it's just 
showman. With his Piere Cardin tough if we don't get it on. Mar-
suits and Mick Jagger strut -- he's joe's congregants don't pay until 
studied Jagger, and puts the act to after the Spirit hits them. At least 
better use than we've ever seen on they get to try before they buy. 
the rock and roll stage-- Marjoe Luckily the unsympathetic 
performs miracles of audience focus doesn't destroy the film, 
involvement. Middle-aged men perhaps because we're made to 
and women dance and sing, babble feel that Marjoe has experienced 
in tongues, and fall into quivering some level of rapport and affection 
orgasmic fits as they "meet Jesus for his congregatiqns. Wem may 
tonighy." be suckers forQis line, just like his 
There's still the hustle, though. little old ladies. but we believed it 
Directors and cameramen try to when he said he enjoyed getting 
make' us feel sophisticated as we people to loosen up and have a 
watch the marks get taken -- the good time -- that maybe he'd still 
drip-dry, wash'n'wear, unhip, be in the business if he could have 
unelegant, br.a-and -girdle, teased- cut out the hellfire and damnation 
haired, thick glassed crowd who parts. AND THEY DO LOOSEN 
pay, and pay big, for Brother UP: the filrnis most exciting when 
Marjoe's blessing. The film- we see people in ecstasy, shud-
makers project an unpleasant dering and crying, aOl: smiling and 
sense of superiority over Marjoe's hugging. The spirit of Marjoe's 
followrs that stems, unfortunately, people comes through despite all 
less from their being manipulated . odds .. 
than from their being unbeautiful 
and uncool. This comes through in 
cameras that are more interested Most of this has already been 
documented in two previous 
biographies of the Beatles. The 
more recent developments, in-
volving Allen Klein (the all 
business manager who took over 
the BeatIe and Apple) are related 
with much "inside" dope on the 
boring and interminable lotigation 
between John Lennon and Paul 
McCartney. Co-author Robert 
Schonfeld, a student of business 
administration, has cintributed his 
knowledge of business relations to 
this section, citing all thee 
statistics to bring horne the naked 
truth about where everyone's 
heads ended up. The book abounds 
with references to the Beatles' 
111llterialism --even George 
"Beware of Maya" Harrison's 
fondness for psychedelic 
Harrison's fondness for 
psyehedelic mansions-- and Allen 
Klein comes across as the 
greasiest, most obnoxiously 
scheming, wheeling-and - dealing 
manager since P.T. Barnum. 
Money itself is hardly the only 
problem affecting rock (or society 
as a whole.) The causes that lead 
Beatles to break up and Fillmores 
to close and rock festivals to 
become riots and loud unoriginal 
groups to flourish and more and 
more fans to get high on the wrong 
kinds of drugs stern from political 
and social conditions as much as 
they do from the influence of 
money alone. 
Son of Whaling Captain 
A prominent film critic, after 
seeing GIMME SHELTER, 
remarked that to refer to the 
Altamont disaster as "the Pearl 
Harbor of Woodstock Nation" was 
ridiculous. A generation, he 
pointed out, is not born and 
destroyed within four months. 
Woodstock and Altamont should be 
looked at as two events during a 
period of time in which it was 
possible for the dame event to be 
either good or bad. He concluded 
that the people who made Wood-
stock good were around b'lfore and 
would still be around afterwards, 
and of course the same could be 
said of the bad. 
The Bridgewat~r State College 
Student Unio!) Program Com-
mittee is proud to announce an 
exhibition of water colors and oils 
by Louis Sylvia as its' first art 
presentation for the 1972-73 season. 
All right, suppose the book tells 
the truth about all this. What 
purpose does it serve beyond that? 
, Every so often, a book or article 
is written thaI aUemntc .~ ,,-
Keeping this in mind, APPLE 
TO THE CORE can be read to find 
(Jut how money can be a problem in 
the lives of any dedicated artists--
but don't get lost in those facts and 
forget about racism, sexism, 
hedonism, and nihilism, those 
demons that are feeding on the 
world as a whole. 
Mr. Sylvia, talented son of a 
New Bedford whaling captain, 
uses· his knowledge of ships and 
their construction to create out-
standing representations of a 
maritime nature. His paintings of 
ships and nautical subjects are to 
found in many important private 
and public collections. Mr. Sylvia 
has studied at the Swain School of 
Design, The Naional Academy of 
Design, and the Art students 
League. He has been the recipient. 
of several awards. (The Florida 
G.1. Al"t Exhibit, 1944; Niantic 
Outdoor Aet Show. 1964-1965; 
Mystic Outdoor Art Festival, 1961-
1968: Cross County Art Exhibit, 
1965-1966; BurrillviIle Art Festival. 
1965-1966; Newport Art Festival, 
1965: Dartmouth Tercentenary 
o 
DO 
a 
o o L'initiation ~ Show, 1964; Snug Harbor Festival, ~",!~",et -a' 1965.1966; Second Annual Garden t<;C-' 1II!!!!~V-. S\'.\~ .t\"r- City Professional Art Exhibit; Old 
5"'1""." Saybrook Outdoor Art Exhibit. I~ ... 1968; and the Sixth Annual Groton 
Imagine 16 days of Tyrolean '''1' initiation" a one act musical Art Festival, 1968) Mr. Sylvia was 
Skiing In Kitzbuhel, comedy starring Dana Pierce as an art instructor at Roosevelt 
Innsbruck, Mayrhofen, and the initiate. Hear animal sounds, a Junior High School in New Bedford 
all of it at no cost to youl 
All you need do is sell four hea vy kazoo, and the melodious from 1958- 1967. He now conducts 
of your ski buddies on this voice of Ie professeur Dawley, all private classes at his h me studio 
exciting snow~venture, at the same time! in Dartmouth. 
and you go free (Of, should , Curtain time is 10A.M., Oct. 10 Bridgewater's exhibition of Mr. 
you prefer. you can receive h S U DEM R N S 1 . , k ·11 a generoUS cash commls- in t e .. . m. ew y vla s wor s Wl commence on 
slon). But you must act inembers welcome. Monday, October 2nd and run 
noW as space Is limited. The ALSO: Dinner at Dubarry's on through October 30th. Te gallery, 
first trip leaves at Christmas. Newbury Street in Boston is located on the second floor of the 
For further details write; scheduled for 6 P.M. Oct. 8. For Student Union Building will be P.o. 80x e398, salt Lake City, Utah 84108. , fljrther information corne to the open to the public during the houts L_~~~~~-:----'---'--"'--:-:-'· French Club office (3rd floor S.U'> of 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. and 6:30 - 8 p.m.; 
Thursday, Oct. 5. at 10 A.M. . Monday thru Friday. 
Paints N.E. 
s. U. HAPPENINGS 
October 5 . 
Food Service Committee Meeting 
at 4:00 in Conf. 4 
Bridgewater's Registrar of Voters 
from 7-9 p.m. in Conf. 4 
Transcendental Meditation at 7 :30 
p.m. in the Dem. Room . 
Phi Pi Delta meeting at 8 p.m. In 
S.U.1 
S.G.A. at 8 p.m. in the Formal 
, Dining Rpom . 
Special Ed. in the Demonstration 
Room at 8:30 
October 7 
Cheerleaders - Parent's Day from 
10:30 - 1 in the Conf. Recep. 1 & 2 
uctober 10 
S.N.E.A. meeting at 10 a.m. iI.1 
Conf. Recep. 2 
Afro American meeting at 10 a.m. 
in Green Room 
Ski Club at 10 a.m. in SUI 
C.E.C. in Dem Room at 10 a.m. 
Music Encounter Group meeting 
at 10 a.m. in U4 
October 11 
Program Corn. Reception at 3;00 . 
p.m. in the Gallery 
Athletic Fee Corn: meeting in the 
Seminar Room at 3:00 p.m. 
Faculty Wives meeting at 8 p.m. in 
Conf. Rooms 205 & 206 
October 9 October 12 
Div. of Professional Ed. 3: 30 - 4: 30 P .E.M. Club at 7: 15 in the Green 
in Conf. Rm 4 Room 
~~------------------,~.~, ----------------------~--------------------------~ 
-------.; .... r----------------- -~ ~------ -- ------ ~ 
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BEARS 
CROSS COUNTRY -
WIN ONE, 
Bridgewater's cross country 
team got back on the winning track 
against Fitchburg State on 
Tuesday the 26th in a very tight 
meet. Each college grab3ed 5 of 
the first 10 places, but the Bears 
had 3 of the first 5, and from there 
held on for a 27-28 victory. 
From the start Fitchburg's Ken 
Paul was in the lead and stayed 
there, breezing to a 1st place 
finish, 51 seconds in front of 
second place. But the Bears had 
matured a good deal in their first 
loss. Maritta, Thompson, Haines, 
and Stuck let Paul go, conceding 
first place but no more than that. 
John DeCost, BSC's fifth runner, 
made sure he kept in front of 
Fitchburg's fifth runner. The 
Bears ran that way for better thab 
half of the vourse, patiently 
waiting to make their move. 
WITH LESS THAN @ MILES 
TO GO Marrotta and Thompson 
stepped away fran the pack, 
putting a lock on Second and third. 
Haines had not 100 per cent was 
doggedly hanging on to seventh. 
DeCost simply stayed in front of 
his man running ninth. 
Bridwater's patience began 
paying off as the runners closed on 
the finish linw. Ken Paul turned in 
LOSE ONE 
a fine performance for Fitchburg 
State, winning in a time of 21'58,21 
seconds off tge course record. 
Then came the Bears. Chuck 
Marotta came actoss second. 
Allen Thompson followed, 
finishing third. Bob Haines 
crossed the finish line in fifthe 
position. Two Fitchburg runners 
followed Haines in, one just nip-
ping Stuckin the last 20 yards. At 
that point the score was tied at 18-
18. The whole meet came down to a 
battle between BSC's John De Cost 
and FSC's Joe Rosado. It was 
DeCost who came up over the rise 
first and on to the finish line to 
assure the Bridgewater victory. 
As the rest of the Bears crossed 
the line, they were greeted with 
shouts of "We won! We won!" At 
the end of it all, the team tOQk a 
victory run through the college 
yelling out the win. 
Ramblings: Ray Guillette 
returned to the line-up for the first 
time in a week, but still suffering 
from achilles tendon. All but one 
of the BridgeWater runners im-
proved on their first race per-
formance. Brian O'Reilly team 
captain, is expected to be ready for 
the next meet. 
Ken Paul Fitchburg 21:58 22:49 Chuck Marotta Bridgewater 
Allen Thompson Bridgewater 23:20 
Barry Fisher Fitchburg 23:51 
Bob Haines Bridgewater 24:03 
Tom Gustafson Fitchburg 24:38 
Mark Atobelli Fitchburg 24:52 
Wayne Stuck Bridgewater 24:53 
John DeCost BI"idgewater 25:03 
Joe Rosado Fitchburg 25:36 
Brian Feeney Fitchburg 25:52 
John Moore Fitchburg 26:28 
Steve Karl' Bridgewater 27:15 
Rob Rich Bridgewater 27:38 
Rob Rich Bridgewater 28:34 
Ray Guillette Fitchburg 29:33 
Bill Pothier Fitchburg 31:06 
Bill Abtuzzesi Fitchburg 31:09 
Bob Parabicoli 
Bridgewater State College 
dropped its cross country opener to 
Framingham State College by a 
score of 19-38. Framingham 
runners captured 6 of the first 10 
places, while the best the Bears 
could do was a third place finish in 
the person of Allen Thompson, and 
4 of the' first 10 places. 
As the race began things looked 
good for BSC. Allen Thompson, 
Chuck Marotta, and Bob Haines 
were running at the head of the 
pack. Howevwr, a bit past the one 
Il'lilc mark a Framingham runner 
had moved into a 50 yard lead. 
Thompson was running sicond. 
Marotta and Haines had ranen 
hack. As the pack moved through 
lower campus things grew 
progressively worse. 'I'hompson 
had dropped to fourth, Marotta 
was eighth, adn Haines was neady 
oul of touch with thee leaders, but 
had an impossibley long way to go. 
move in the trails about Carver's 
Pond. But it was simply too late. 
Thompson got to third. Marotta 
improved to fifthe and Haines to 
seventh. Stuck could get no closer 
lhan tenth. 
A tremendous lack of ex-
perience had to be a major con-
lribution to the loss. Only one of 
BSC's runners, John DeCost, had 
Iweviollsly competed in an inter 
collegiate cross country meet 
before this one. 
Bridgewater made a belatted 
Early in the race the Bears 
found themselves trailing, and it 
became apparent that. pre-race 
strategy was not going to work. 
The lack of experience and the 
failure of pre-race strategy left 
Bridgewater runners with the 
defficult problem of developing a 
new strategy in mid-course. They 
were unable to do that effectively. 
At xest, BSC salvaged some 
valuable racing experience from 
the meet. 
Tim Hardy 
Ron Mastrangelo 
Allen Thompson 
Dan Ahearn 
Mike Chase 
Chuck Marotta 
Simoan Estegenia 
Bob Haines 
Al Fermoyle 
Wayne Stuck 
John DeCost 
Rob Rich 
Steve Karr 
Framingham 
Framingham 
Bridgewater 
Fitchburg 
Fitchburg 
Bridgewater 
Bridgewater 
Fitchburg 
Bridgewater 
Bridgewater 
Bridgewater 
Bridgewater 
21:37 
21:37 
22:46 
23:40 
23:46 
24:02 
24:43 
24:57 
25:11 
25:47 
27:35 
27:35 
28:55 
BRASS BED • Selling for $250.00, 
75-85 years old in good condition. 
Contact Room 211 (Pope) or call 
588-4223. 
FREE - 3 male kittens with double 
paws. Black, white and grey tiger. 
Can Barbara at 326-1491 between 
5·7 p.m. 
Freshmen Follies- Open to all 
women of the campus October 5, 
Thursday at 7:30. 
Turtle Races - October 9 at 10 a.m., 
register your turtles at S.U. In-
formation Booth. Train Your 
Turtles Now! 
An Undergraduate Curriculum 
Meeting will be held in the Student 
Union Seminar Room on Tuesday 
at 3: 00. The meeting is open and 
all interested are invited to attend. 
There will be a General meeting 
of SNE:A on Tuesday, October 10 
at 10:00 in the S.U. Ballroom. 
Math Club with speaker Denise 
Michaud will meet on Tuesday, 
Oct. 10 at 10 :00 in Room S208. ALL 
ARE WELCOME. Refreshments 
will be served. 
.. BEARS 
VICfORIUS IN 
MARITIME 
MEET 
Bridgewater State College 
gained its second straight cross 
country victory by scoring an 
overwhelming victory last Friday 
against Mass Maritime Academy. 
The Bears had 5 of the first 6 
places in the 18-37 win. Mass 
Maritime averted the shutout by 
capturing third place. 
Oassifieds 
-
Buy - Sell 
Lost - Found 
FOR SALE: 
1966 Pontiac Tempest Conv. OH 
CG PSPB Good Top Good Snow 
Tires 
Runs we. I but engine bas knock 
good local transpoI:tation car. 
$200.00. Call - 447-4362. 
Passport pictures, Engagement 
Pictures, Grad School Pictures 
and Any Candids. Call Dana 
Pierce, Scott Hall, Box 101, Room 
211, Ext. 356 or 357. 
For Sale: . 
Refrigerator Ideal for Dorm 5 cu. 
ft. Like new $ 75. Contact: Jay 
Ride needed from Rt. • Mid- Ahelli 
dI -00 - . Room G26 e 1'0 (near ~ Beer Stand) for Scott Hall 
8:00 on Mon., Wed., Fri. I am 
willing to pay . Please call 
MicheJle at 947-7062 after 5. 
Rooms Available for Male 
Students . Kitchen, bathroom, 
bedroom, sitting rOQm, use of 
washer and dryer. Walking 
distance. $17. per week. 697-7851 
own entrance. 
ask for May. 
ANNOUNCEMENT_ There will b~ 
a meeting of all those interested ir 
waring for George McGovern or 
Tuesday, Sept. 26, at 10:00. 
For Sale- 1965 Harley, Police SP. 
Trike, 3 sp. with reverse~ Ex· 
tended front end, Foo's rears, 
mags. Best Offer. Contact Bill. 
evenings at 828-7099. 
For Sale: Panasonic home 
cassette, professional recording 
deck. Originally $299.00. Used 3 
months, asking $150.00. Contact 
Dave Rainone either through 
Athletic Department or 125 Wilbpr 
Ave., Sw:inseaMass~ 02117 or' 676-
8428. 
Departmental Honors Program' -
Juniors interested in depart-
mental honors should apply to 
their department chairmen now so 
that their candidacy may be acted 
upon before the end of the first 
term. 
For further information see 
.Prof. Sheinfeld, in the Humanities 
Building. There is a sign up sheet 
for conference hours in the lobbe 
or make an appointment through 
Miss Joyce Chimbur, the divisions' 
secretary. 
For Sale: 1965 VW Squareback, 
original owner, clean, 
mechanically sound, new tires, 
many extras. $450. Call 398-2891. 
Rides wanted frc)m Campello· (erf 
MainSt.) inBrocklon. Mon., Wed., 
for 8:00 class and home Mon. 5:'00 
and Wed. 2: 00 will pay. Can Debby 
at $1-6590 after 5. 
Patriots Tickets. All home games 
available. East sidelines. One pair 
for each remaining ttome gam~. 
$8.00 per seat.· Call 378-3286 after _ 
5:00PM. 
Are -yo~ gaving probl~ms with 
French? Would you -like some 
gelp'? Iwill be glad to .tutor at a 
reasonabl~ rate. ~ -. 
Please contact: Liliane Arnet 
Tilly- ext. 361.~2room'335. 
SKI PACKAGE, _, 
-H~d ~ 320 skiis (203cm) _ 2 yearS 
old, binding marlter 'rotomat pro 
model, poles, $an _ marco~ buckle 
boots (10) -, N~W cQS.t.$24Q.~9(J; No~ 
at., $150,00' U.llc.~::,;all .. ' Qr. ~ Quy; 
seperately., (will . negotiate)' R. 
Kane Scott Hall ext.356-357 
The _ annual -Lakeville Hos~.~1 
Fair will be -he~d on the hospit2 
grounds, Rt. 105 in· Lakeville fron 
10 AM . 4 PM on Sat.. sept. 23. 
Volunteer help is needed. 
For further information contact 
Mrs. Foye at 947~1231. 
Forensics - (debate and speeking) 
Sept. 27. 1:30 - 3:30 sSpeech and 
Theatre Office. 
Ride Wanted: Monday - Friday 
'at 3:30 going towards. West 
Bridgewater (Rte. 28). Contact 
switchboard at 697-2030. 
Lost - Scrimshaw Pendant. Vicinity of Tillinghast -Hall and 
Quadrangle. Sentimental Value. Contact Mary in Room 42, 
Woodward Hall. 
For each of our winners it was a 
persoilally great day. Without a 
single exception the Bears hit 
individual bets. Chuck Marotta 
came across first and set a new 
learn l'ecord in the process. Allen 
Thompson, who held the old team 
record, finished second, 7 seconds behind Marotta, but also eclipsed 1e .... ~ .......... ~ ........... ~H,.. ............ ~ ....................... ~ 
the old record. Wayn Stuck and Brledgewater Tulsa 
Bob Haines broke into the "5 
minutes per mile" group for the 32 M S 
fit'st time. John DeCost missed out ain t. fRoute 28) 
but ran to his best finish, 6th, and we. ;~~~~~ ;;.t.8eco;;; ~~ill~t~! . Intenzing Special-
showed 5 minutes from his best, Effective 9ct. 1, th_ ru Nov. I 
and definitely appears to be 
shaking off an achilles tendon 
injury. Rob Rich showed the ef-
fects of some extra hard work in 
practice, ripping 33 from his 
earlier performance. 
But for all the personal per-
formances, it was still a team 
effort. Bridgewater bunched 
together early in the race. When it 
came time to make a move the 
whole team moved together. It 
was Thompson and Marotta taking 
the lead together. And it was 
Stuck, Haines, and DeCost 
collect vely holding on to 4th, 5th, 
and 6th. BSC's virtual monopoly 
on the first 6 places was broken 
only by a 3rd place Mass Maritime 
finish. 
Oil Change 
Filter Thermostat -
Flush Cooling System 
New 
Radiator Sealant . Anti - Freeze 
-Lube 
All For $19.98 
Student and Staff Discou.nt 
10% Off Above Price 
" 
~ "".'" "- ': .> !' . '\. ~ •• ' • ~ •••• 
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BEARS BOUNCE BACK 
FREEZE FROSTBURG 7-3 
MEET "THE MIDDIES" SAT" 
FROSTBURG MARYLAND: 
"The field was very muddy ana The Mariner!s offense is geared stop their running game and 
Vin Hickey hit tight end Jim 
Hachenson with a 15-yard touch-
down pass after marching 60 yards 
on the ground in the first quarter 
for the only touchdown of the 
game to down Frostburg State 7-3. 
He's the Leader 
Dave Kneeland, Who carried 17 
times for 62 yards in the game , 
was the big ground gainer in 
Bridgewater's drive to the goal. 
Jose Soares split the uprights 
for the point after touchdown for a 
7-0 bulge and then the Bears hung 
on for the last three periods to win 
the· game as they allowed Frost-
burg only afield goal with a good 
defensive effort. 
"It was.a big game for 
uS."remarked Coach Pete Maz-
zoferro: 
"They came off a 7 and 1 record 
last year and they also have a fine 
tackle in Bob Maddox, a 6'6" and 
240 pounds, who is· a 15th round 
draft choice for the San Francisco 
4gers. 
An importa~'t meeting will be 
held a t 5: 30 on Tuesday, Oct. 10 in 
Room 119, Kelly Gym for all Street 
Hockey Managers. 
Flag Football 
Resul ts of week in other article. 
Tug-O-War. . 
it kept both teams running and to running the football behind a harness Dave Keene. Offensively, 
passing game down to a strong line. Tailback Dave the Bears have to pass effectively 
minimum," he said. McQuillan is Maine's best runner and establish some sort of ground 
He's Still on Target while fullback, Frank Buck, is game. 
Despite the field condition, primarilly a blocking back. Bridgewater's defense will 
Hichey hit eight of 13 passes for 86 Quarterback, Dave Keeme, is the hopefully hail co-captain, Ed 
yards. captain n heart and soul of the Cauley's return to his outside 
Fo a total of three games, Academy. He is not regarded as a linebacker spot. He is not a 
Hickey has now hit 34 out of 57 good passer but has thrown for definite sta ter as of today but he 
passes for 408 yards. long yardage on occassion. is optimistic. Also returning will be 
Bridgewatee, now 2 and 1 Keene's main asset is his running the Bears' leading ground gainer, 
overall, and 1 and 0 in the New ability using the bootleg and Tony Salerno of Worcester, with 
England Football Confejence will quarterback sweep very ef- 159 ~ards to his credit in 40 carries. 
meet Maine Maritime in a con- fectiveJy. Split end, Ken arnold, is Dave:Kneeland was impressiveat 
ference game Saturday at the only receiver the Bears must running back in that game to help 
Bridgewater. fear because of his good hands and fill the g p hile Salerno was out. 
Maritime has a 1-2 record, speed. The BSC Dears have won only 
beating Curry, 6-3, and losing to _. -Th ir defense is strong _ two of eleven games played 
Plymouth State and Southern against the run with middle against Maine Maritime Academy 
Connecticut. linebacher Peter Bishop leading. . in the past' twelve years but 
Frostburg may well have been the 
toughest team the Bridgewater 
squad will play this year so Coach 
Mazzaferro hopes the boys will not 
let down for Maine Maritime 
Academy. 
I 
th_e attack along with Neil Rosen at thrashed tern 37-13 in 1971. The 
de en ive tackle. Howev,r, the Bears will be hoping to boost their 
Maine pass defense could p sibly record to three and one with a win 
be thrown at with a quarterback over the Mariners at Le~onField 
such as Vince Hickey. in Bridgewater, Saturday af-
H Bridgewater is to beat the ~tprnoon at 1:30 Dm. 
hard hitting Mariners they must 
"INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL 
NAME WON LOST PCT. PA 
I 3 0 1.000 94 6 CHIEFS 
ALPHA WILD PIGS 2 0 1.000 47 0 
SPAS 2 0 1.000 39 9 
PHI PI DELTA 1 1 .5000 41 ·29 
KAPPA CROWS 1 2 .333 18 79 
PIKULS PUB 1 3 .250 32 53 
-BEARDED CLAMS '0 4 .000 28 113 
COMPLETED GAMES As OF SEPTEMBER 28 
Again, senior, quarterback,Vince 
Hickey of Readville, had another 
good passing day . against Frost~ 
burg last week cltipping in with n 
8 for 13 afternoon. He now has -
copleted 34 of 5Hosses for a 59% 
completion average and 408 yards. 
Backpacking 
Rained 
Out 
'. The' 'Men's: Intra:mural Tug-O~ 
War Cha"mpionship\vilI be held-at half time of the BSC - Maine .. ----________________________________ -
Maritime Football game on 
Saturday October 7. 
Although transportation to the 
· stable must be rBvidCd by those 
participating, the afternoon is well RESULTS OF WEEK OF SEP-
TEMBER 25-28 
September 25 Phi Pi Delta 6; 
-Chiefs 21: Alpha Wild Pigs 23; 
Kappa Crows 0 
September 26 Chiefs 17; Pikuls 
Pub 0: Spas 24; Bearded Clams 7 
September 27 Spas 15; Pikuls Pub 
: Phi Pi Delta 35; Bearded Clams 
8 
September 28 Chiefs 56; Kappa 
Crows 0: Pikuls Pub 30; Bearded 
Clams 13 
· worth the effort. For an hour 
every Thursday, escape the world 
.of modern transportation and 
come closer to nature. No 
· pollution to worry about-just fresh 
air, sunshine, and a bit of oJd-
fashioned relaxation. 
Although archery, which was 
offered as a WRA activity on 
Wednesdays and Thursdays, is 
now over; rumor has it that fun 
was had by those who participated. 
Watch out BSC, a whole new group 
Co-ed golf intramurals are in - 0 p rt-time cupids are running 
full sweng every Monday af-· loose on campus!!! 
ternoon. Coming up on Monday, : September 12, saw the begin-
October 16, there will be a tour- . ning of co-ed Volleyball In-
nament with prizes awarded to the· tramurals at Kelly Gym. There 
most profficient players. No ex- . was a fantastic turnout for an 
perience is necessary, so whay exciting evening of bumping an 
du't you try your hand at it? spiking! The six teams par-
What better way of making new ticipating in a Round Robin 
friends than by tee-Ing off on a 1'ournament will be finishing up on 
lush, green golf course? It's a Wednesday, October 4. 
fantastic way to spend a co pie of The Screamers are in first place 
hours outdoors while the crisp and a e favored to win the tour-
autumn weather is still with us. If· nament. Several outstanding 
you are interestpd, the group will players with the team are: 
be meeting at 3;.p0 pm on October Ray Hand 
16, at the field equipment room Marianne Demski 
behind the gym. Transpo taUon is Joe Tolenfino 
not provided. Dennis Dubwey 
For te next few Thursdays Ann Ginchereau 
WRA will be sponsoring horseback Debbie Wild 
riding at Beland Stables in Mid- Jeanne Neault 
dleboro. Due to the limited Kahhy Harwood 
number of horses at the stable, De ise Klier 
only the first tcn wil be able to go. 
'I ....................... ~ ............... · .... · ....  
i ;:.. B~na' s B,a.-her Shop i 
: Complete Barber Service· : 
: Mens Hair Styling : 
• •• 
: ~azor Cutting : 
'e _...
: 738:road St. : 
• • 
:' BIlIDGEWATER CENTER : 
• • & ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Turtle Races! 
On Sunday October 15, there skits on their first impressions of 
will be a 'WRA sponsored co-ed college life. This year the com-
mountain climb to Mt. Monadnock, . muters have a group performing, 
N. H. The bus will leave BSC at 8 so this activity will represent all 
am and will return early that members of WRA. Freshman 
evening. Everyone is cordially Follies will be held Thursday, 
invited to climb. Just thing, it's an October 5, at 7:30 pm in the gym, 
opportunity to pretend you're All women on campus are 
scaling Mt. Everest without the welcome to attend. Hope to see 
fear of getting height sickness. you there. Remember, "All the 
Sign-up wiI1 be held in the SU world's a stage ... " , 
Lobby on Wednesday and Thur- WRA is sponsoring Turtle 
sday, October 11 and 12 from 10 to Races at 10: 15 am on October 9, in 
2. A deposit of $2 is required and it front of the Union. Registration of 
will be refunded on the bus. Sign- campus thoroughbreds will be held 
ups are limited to yourself and one at 10:00 am just prior to the race. 
other person; Remember the Tally Ho race fans! ! ! 
immortal words of Maria Von ATTENTION COLLEGE 
Trapp, "Climb every mountain ... " ORGANIZATIONS 
It's that time 'of the year again. Have you submitted your ideas 
FRESHMAN FOLLIES!! !This for Homecoming Floats and 
event has become a popular Montages yet? Time is running 
tradition among the women on short, so be sure to pass in the 
campus. The freshman girls entry forms to WRA, c/o SU, by 
gather at Kelly Gym to present October 17. 
- . 
X-COUNTRY 
Ramblings: Captain Brian 
O'Reilly was forced to pull out of 
the race after re-injuring a muscle 
in his right thihg. The Bears have 
won 2 of their first 3 meets, and 
will now hit the road for Emerson, 
. New I-laven, Lowell State, and 
Worcester State. Only SMU 
remains as a home meet on 
Wednesday October .18. Although 
nothing definite is being. said, 
Coach Brady and the whole team 
are high on the prospects of this 
season's overall won-lost record. 
1. Marotta BSC 22: 07· 
2. Thompson BS(:: 22:14 
3. Bartholomew MMA 22:20 
4. Stuck BSC 23:36 
5. Haines BSC 23:42 
6. Deeost BSC 24:42 
7. Roy MMA 24:47 
8. Johnson MMA 25:09 
9. Malenfant MMA 25:36 
10. Johnson MMA 26:04 
11. Rich BSC 27:05 
12 Pearse MMA 35:11 
DNF O'Reilly BSC 
Final Score Bridgewater 18' Mass 
Maritime 37 ' 
For the past two weekends 
groups of WRA back-packing 
ethusiasts have braved the 
elements and such activity related 
. hazards as blisters and sore 
muscles while hiking up Franconia 
Notch in the· White Mountains of 
New Hampshire. The first group, 
which campez out the weekend of·· 
Sept. 22 and led by P. E. faculty 
members Lynne Yeamans and 
Carol Wolfgram, started hiking the 
Liberty Spring Trail and pitched 
their tents upon arrival at the 
Liberty Spring Campground. 
Along the way the girls enjoyed a 
gourmet trail lunch of dried beef, 
triscuits, cheese, raisins, peanuts, 
and chocolate bars. After lunch 
the group hiked t the top of Mt. 
Liberty (4,460'). Eight members 
also ascended Mt. Fume while the 
cooks headed back to camp to 
prepare a delicious beef stew 
din.ner. Then it was early to bed 
(Spm) to enjoy a restful sleep 
under the stars. Sunday morniJlg 
the group rose at 6 am to get in a 
full day of hiking. They· traveled 
across Franconia Ridge Trail to 
Little Haystack (5,000') and down 
Falling Waters Trail to the cars .. 
Altogether the troops covered 
about 8 to 10 miles of the most_ 
scenic highlands of New England. 
The second group of WRA 
hikers, who invaded Franconia 
Notch last weekend, had a bit of 
unfortunate luck. It seems that 
Bridgewater's perpetiJal rain· 
followed the girls to New Hamp-
shire where Friday night there 
was a furious battle to get the tents 
set up before Noah loaded his ark. 
However, thegirIs stuck it out for 
the night and stoutheartedly at-
tempted to make the climb the 
. next morning. The weather got 
steadily worse, so . the group 
decided to abandon the mountain 
and come home to dry out. Better 
Iuch next time, gang!!! 
